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Abstract: Computation of induced voltage on an overhead l i e due to an indirect lightning stroke involves calculation of electric field due to the lightfingstroke as
well as its coupling with the overhead line' The ground
conductivity influences both the electric field as well as
the coupling mechanism and hence the magnitude and
waveshape of the induced voltage. In this paper, lightning induced voltages are calculated for 33kV, 34 single
circuit and double circuit over head power distribution
lines. It has been observed that the magnitude and wave
shape of the induced voltage is influenced by the finite
ground conductivity as well as the number of over head
conductors in a multiconductor system.

Introduction

The Analysis

A . Lightning Retum Stroke Model

Induced over voltages due to nearby lightning is one
of the main causes of medium voltage power distribution
line outages and temporary upset or permanent damage
to substation electronic control systems. The main steps
in computing the lightning induced voltage are
1. Modeling the lightning return stroke.
2. Estimating the fields generated by the lightning including the distortions introduced by the finitely conducting
ground.
3. Modeling the field to overhead conductor coupling including the influence of ground impedance.
The ground conductivity plays a role both in the distortions of radiated field as well as in coupling of field
to overhead line. The aim of this paper is to study
the effect of ground conductivity on the magnitude and
waveshape of the induced voltage on overhead power distribution limes. Earlier authors included the effect of
ground conductivity in the computation of lightning induced voltages by considering the ground conductivity
both in the calculation of horizontal component of electric field as well as in coupling mechanism either individually or together[l-41. This paper gives the results of
the induced voltage due to a nearby lightning for 33kV,
34 single circuit and double circuit distribution lines for
i) assuming ground as a perfect conductor ii) considering the conductivity of ground only in the calculation of
horizontal electric field and iii) including the ground conductivity in the calculation of horizontal electric field and
in the field to conductor coupling. The influence of the
presence of other conductors on the induced voltage in a
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multiconductor system is also studied.
Different approximations have been used for including
the influence of ground impedance in the calculation of
horizontal electric field as well as in the coupling of field
to the overhead conductors. In the time domain coupling
equations used for the calculation of induced voltage, the
frequency dependent ground impedance is represented by
a convolution integral. The low frequency approximation
used for the transient ground resistance presents singularity as t +O. In this paper for the solution of convolution
integral a new numerical expression has been ,used which
circumvents the singularity.
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The model adopted for lightning return stroke is the
modified transmission line (MTL) model. In this model
it is assumed that the current waveform at the ground
decreases exponentialy with height as it travels up the
lightning channel at constant velo5ity v. Mathematicaly this current i(z , t ) at height z and at time t is
represented by

where X is the decay constant to account for the effect
of the vertical distribution of charge stored in the corona
sheath of the leader and subsequent discharge during the
return stroke phase.
i(0,t ) is the lightning return stroke current at
ground level (channel b&e current). In this paper the induced voltages are computed for a channel base current
of 12kA peak and maximum time derivative of 40 kA/ps.
The return stroke velocity v is taken as 1.3 x 108m/s [5].
The lightning channel is assumed as straight and vertical.

B. Electric Fields generated by the Return Stroke
By assuming that the ground is a perfect conductor,
the vertical component of electrical field dE, (r,z, t ) and
the horizontal component of electric field dE,(r, z, t ) due
to infinitesimal length d / at height / carrying current
i(z ,t ) are calculated at a general point P(r,4, z ) by the
following equations [1,5,6].These equations representing

-e 4 2 j

from the current element t o the observation point. The
effects of the perfectly conducting ground plane on the
electromagnetic fields generated by the current element
are included by, replacing the ground by an image current
at a distance z below the ground. To find the total field
the equations (2) and (3) are integrated along the &anne1 and its image. A sketch showing the lightning channel
and its image used in calculating the return stroke fields
is shown in figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Sketch showing the lightning channel and its image used in
calculating the return stroke fields.

The horizontal component of electric field produced by
the lightning is significantly influenced by the finite conductivity of the ground. The horizontal electric field including the ground conductivity can be computed using
Cooray-Rubinstein formula [7]. This formula requires the
azimuthal component of the magnetic field produced by
the lightning which is given as [1,6].
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where po and ag are the permeability of free space and
the conductivity of the ground respectively.
The horizontal electric field including the ground conductivity ET9(r,z, t ) is given as[7]

(5)
where E,(z = h,r) is the Fourier-transform of the
horizontal electric field at height h, H#(z = 0 , ~ )is
(2) the Fourier-transform of the azimuthal component of the
magnetic field at ground level. e is the permittivity of
the ground. Both E,(z = h,r) and H& = 0 , r ) are
calculated assuming a perfect conducting ground using
equations (3) and (4).

D. Field-to- lhnsmission Line Coupling Model
For the field-to-transmission line coupling, a set of
time domain differential equations describing the voltages induced as proposed by Agrawal et.al.[8] have been
used. The surge propagation is affected by the ground
impedance. This is represented in the overhead line parameters as i) per-unit series ground impedance and ii)
shunt ground admittance. Both the above quantities
(3) are frequency dependent and generally the latter term
is neglected. The frequency dependent series ground
where eo is the permittivit of free s ace and c is the impedance is represented by a convolution integral in the
velocity of light. R = ,/*
is the distance time-domain coupling equations which are given as
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where [EL(%,hi, t ) ] is the horizontal cp,mpouent of the
incident electric field along the conductod !at .tonductor Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of a single-wire overhead line excited by
height hi. The sub index i denotes the particular wire of
lightning return-stroke electromagnetic field. Conductance is
neglected.
the multiconductor line. [Lij],[Gij] and [Cij]are the inductance, conductance and capacitance matrices per unit
length of the line respectively. [ii] is the l i e current vecE. lhnsient Ground Resistance
tor. [&I is the transient ground resistance matrix and
In case of multiconductor transmission l i e s the ground
is equal to the inverse Fourier-transform of [Zgij/ j w ] ,ie.,
impedance is a full matrix. The low frequency approx&j(t) = F-1
imation (ie., assuming as >> ~ € 0 6 for
~ ) the ground
and [Zgcj]is the ground impedance matrix. The internal impedance between two conductors i and j is given as
impedance of the line is neglected. [U!] is the scattered 191.
voltage vector on the ith conductor. This is the voltage
due to the field produced by the induced currents on the
conductors. The scattered voltage is related to the total
line voltage vi(z, t ) by the following relation.
where rij is the distance between the two conductors in
the horizontal plane. The low frequency approximation
of the inverse Fourier transform of the ground impedance
is given by [9].

I%[

where [vi(z,
t ) ] is the incident voltage.
hc

[&z, t ) ] = -

E:(z,z,t)dz

(9)

E$($,z, t ) is the incident(or inducing) vertical electric
field at x at a height of z.
The voltage at the end of the l i e is determined by
the boundary conditions and the current at the two ends
of the l i e , via., i ( z 0 , t ) and i(z0 l , t ) , where I is the
length of the overhead line. The boundary conditions for
the scattered voltage are

+

In (13), if hi = hj then rij=O and 8ij=O we get the
expression for diagonal terms of [ t i j ( t ) ] .

Ihi

In the above expression, & ( t ) tends t o infinity as
t 40. Recently Loyka[lO]has shown that &(t) will tend
(11) to be a constant if it is calculated without the low fre
where [Zi]and [Zz]
are the terminating impedence ma- quency approximation. In the present work, the incretrices. Figure 2 shows the equivalent circuit of this model mental time At is selected such that &j(t) is calculated
for a single conductor.
using equation (13). In solving the convolution .integral

vl(.o + 4 t ) = [Zzl[ii(Xo+Z,t)]+

E:(zo +Z,z,t)dz
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the ground transient resistance is taken as constant in the
range t - At < 7 < t . Hence for the calculation of line
current at nth incremental time, t = nAt, the numerical
expression for the convolution integral [ll]at any node is
obtained as follows,
for n=2
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with & ( t ) and ik representing the value of the transient
ground resistance for the elements in [Q ( t ) ]and the l i e
current respectively at time t = kat.

Results and Discussions
The lightning induced voltages are calculated for
33kV, 34, single circuit and double circuit overhead power
distribution lines. The configuration of the lines are
shown in figure 3. The length of the transmission line
is taken as 1 km. The line conductors are terminated
at both ends by their characteristic impedance and the
earth wire is terminated by the surge impedance of the
tower[l2]. The induced voltages are calculated at the line
ends as well as at the mid point of the line for a lightning
stroke located at a distance of 50 m from the line center
and perpendicular to the line for (1)a perfectly conducting ground and (2) with ground conductivity o$ of 0.001
s/m and relative permittivity er of 10. Figures 4-9 show
the induced voltages on conductor 1 at line termination
for the various configurations for the following 3 cases.
1. Assuming ground as a perfect conductor - Curve 1.
2. Considering the conductivity of the ground only for
the calculation of the horizontal electric field ie., using equation 5 - Curve 2.
3. Considering the conductivity in the calculation of
both the horizontal electric field as well as the coupling equations - Curve 3.
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For a lightning return stroke current of 12kA at
pound level, the plots(figures 47 5 and 6) show that the Fig. 3. Conductor configurations used.(a) Single circuit vertical,(b)
Single circuit horizontal and (c) Double circuit. GW-ground
positive peak of the induced voltage at line termhations
wire* *I1 dimensions are in metersfor conductor 1is about 1)43kV for single circuit vertical
configuration 2) 46kV for single circuit horizontal configuration and 3) 34kV for double circuit configuration if
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Fig. 4. Induced voltage on conductor 1 of the single circuit vertical
configuration at line termination.
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Fig. 6. Induced voltage on conductor 1 of the double circuit configuration at line termination.

relative permittivity of 10, for all the three configurations
studied.

I

It has been observed from the computation that the
magnitude of negative peak voltage is more for double
circuit configuration as compared to the other two configurations.The ground conductivity decreases the magnitude of the induced voltage at the line termination where
as it increases the voltage at the mid point.
The magnitude and waveshape of the induced voltage
mainly depends on the horizontal electric field along the
conductor. Since the horizontal electric field has a negative peak initialy due to the finite conductivity of the
ground (see figure lo), the voltage induced also posseses
Fig. 5. Induced voltage on conductor 1 of the single circuit hori- initial negative polarity at the line termination where as
at the mid point of the l i e , the horizontal electric field
zontal configuration at line termination.
along the direction of the line is zero for the above mentioned stroke location and hence there is no initial negaground is assumed as a perfect conductor. The negative tive peak in the induced voltage at the line mid point.
peak of the induced voltages at line terminations are 9kV,
The plots show that on conductor 1, which is at the
6kV and 13kV respectively. Both the positive and negative peaks of the induced voltage get reduced when a same height and same distance from strike point in all the
finite conductivity is assumed for the ground. The reduc- configurations, the induced voltage at line termination is
tion in peaks is much more when ground conductivity is less for the double circuit configuration case. This is beincluded in the computation of both the horizontal elec- cause when the number of conductors are more, there is
tric field as well as in the coupling to Overhead line. There a mutual shielding effect coming in to effect there by reis also an initial negative prepulse in the induced voltage ducing the induced voltage. Hence the waveshape of the
when a finite ground conductivity is included in the com- induced voltage on a conductor in multiconductor system
is affected by the presence of the other conductors also.
putation of horizontal electric field.
Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the induced voltage on conductor 1 at midpoint of the line for the three configurations. At mid point of the line the positive peak magnitude of voltage remains the same at about 80kV, if ground
is assumed as a perfect conductor whereas it reaches
about 145kV for a ground conductivity of 0.001s/m and
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Conclusions
Induced voltage due to a nearby lightning on
33kV, 34 single circuit and double circuit power distribution lines have been calculated. The effect of ground
conductivity is included in the computation of field as
well as in the coupling of field to the overhead conductors.

Time in ps

Fig. 7. Induced voltage on conductor 1of the vertical configuration
at mid point of the overhead line.

Fig. 9. Induced voltage on conductor 1 of the double circuit configuration at mid point of the overhead line.

-0.08

Fig. 8. Induced voltage on conductor 1 of the horizontal configuration at mid point of the overhead line.

When finite ground conductivity is taken in to account,
the first peak of induced voltage is reduced at the line
termination where 85 it increases at conductor mid point.
The presence of more number of conductors reduces the
first peak at line termination.
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